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BOOK REVIEWS 

COURTESY 

A CHRISTIAN GENTLEMAN. By the Committee on Politeness of 
De la  Salle College. Manila, 1960. 44p. 

This booklet i s  intended to help De l a  Salle students develop those 
external qualities which should be the mark of every educated Christian 
gentleman. But i t  is equally helpful fo r  students of other Colleges, for  
i t  gives basic rules on courtesy and politeness in situations where a 
student gene]-ally finds himself-on campus and off campus. I t s  format 
i s  readable and i ts  table of contcnts is  a n  easy guide to  the rules 
applicable to  each particular situation. Though good common sense 
dictates how a student should behave in any ~ i v e n  set of rii~cumstances, 
still these definite rules, when followed, give him an  assurance that  
he is acting a s  a gentleman. 

However, if general nlotivations we1.e mentioned before every 
topic treated in the booklet, a student would be trained better to  act  
from proper Christian motives rather  than by mere rules on gentle- 
manly conduct. The purely natural  values set for th in the beginning 
of the booklet a r e  not enough to form a Cltristian gentleman. Teachers, 
it is  true, can preface each topic with a few remarks on motives; 
but one would be mo1.e likely to  remem1)er these important ].emarks if 
they were also gu t  clo\vn in print. 

The yules a r e  generally easy to remember a s  they a re  subdivided 
by captions in bold print. However, the more the rules emphasize 
what students should do rather  than what  they should not do, the more 
readily will such rules be welcomed by then?. Etill, 'don't' rules a1.e 
unavoidable. The  Committee t h a t  worked on this bookle,t has  rendered 
a good service to  all  students. Perhaps a little rephrasing of some 
of the rules and a much clearer emphasis on Christian motives would 
make this booklet even more valuable. 

CHRISTIANITY AND CULTURE 

THE HISTORIC REALITY O F  CHRISTIAN CULTURE. A Way to 
the Renewal of Human Life. By Christopher Uawson. New Yorlc: 
Harper  & Rlvthers Publishers, 1960. 124 pp. 

"The events of the last few years", writes Mr. Dawson in  his  
RELIC~US i\m CULTTRE, "portend either the end of human history or  
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a turning point in it." Here is expressed the gravity of the problem 
with which Mr. Dawson has concerned himself in a number of earlier 
books and in the present one under review. The gravity of the crisis 
staggers the human mind: the survival or death of modern civilization 
itself. 

I shall attempt to summarize the tsnns of the problem as seen 
by the author and the necessary conditions for a solution. Briefly 
stated, the problem is this: Modern technological civilization is essen- 
tially self-liquidating. The seed of its dissolution lies in its secula1.- 
ization. Modern civilization has torn itself away from its ~.eligious 
foundation; the vast secular machine, having rejected the keystone, 
is a t  present crumbling under its own unsupported weight. 

As Mr. Ilawson says, "a secular civilization that has no end be- 
yond its own satisfaction is a monstrosity-a cancerous growth which 
will ultimately destroy itself." And although the rejeclion of the 
Church did not immediately betray the inner eontractiction within 
modern civilization, "as soon as  this mlnority culture [precariously 
maintained by Christian humanism] gave way to the rule of the 
masses, with the coming of universal education and universal suffrage 
and universal mechanization, the new secular culture proved unable to 
control the sub-rational forces which are always present below the 
surface of culture. During the present century these forces have mani- 
fested themselves in a succession of revolutions and wars which have 
steadily increased in violence and destructiveness until they endanger 
the, existence of Western civilization itself. The true cause of thls 
phenomenon is neither political nor economic, but psychological. I t  
is the direct result of the one-sided rationalization of modern culture 
and of the starvation and frustration of man's spiritual nature. 
. . . Where unifying spiritual vision is lost-where i t  is no longer 
transmitted to the community a s  a whole-the civilization decays. 
'Where there is no vision, the people pcrish.' " 

This idea of "religion-culture'-that culture or civilization is nec- 
essarily bound up with religion, nay that religion is the creator 
:bf common spiritual aim5 and common mom1 values-is alieix to the 
mentality of modem man. For the most part the average nlan d 
today has known no culture nther than tlze present secularized one. 
Consequently he has never questioned the validity of a civilization 
which has cut itself from its religious moorings and which has Eorgot- 
ten its common spiritual vision. There are many of us who perhaps 
too readily welcome anything that is labelled "modern". Here is wl1~1.o 
history ehouid come in as :i colmctive. Dawson writes: "If we lodi 
back and out over the world and across the centuries, we shall see how 
exceptional and abnormal [modern civilization] is. I t  is harJly too 
much to say that all civilizations have been religious-and not only 
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civiliznti~n but barbarian and primitive societies also." And 11e adds 
rhxt ''in the past man's social life has never been regarded ZIS scme- 
t l~ ing that existed in its own right as n law to itself. I t  was seen a s  
clrpendmt on another more permanent world, so that all human insti- 
tirtions were f~ rmly  anchored !by faith and law to the realities of this 
higher \vorld." 

Mr. 1)awson traces the process whereby our civilization propressive- 
lp moved farther and farther from its unifying bond, Christianity, until 
i t  reached the present crisis. Rut this historical exposition is done 
only sun~mal.ily and tliscloses only his general conclusions; probably 
because he has discussed the same problem in greater detail in a t  
least two othw books, RELIGION AND CULTURE and UNDERSTANDING 
EI~ROPI~:. Nevertheless the lucidity even of these brief summations i s  
worth sampling: 

"To state the pl.oblcm in a simplified form, if one century has 
tltstl.oyed the unity of Christendom by religious divisions, and a sec- 
ond century has confined the Christian way of life to the sphere of 
individual conduct and allowed the outer world of society and politics 
to go its own way, then a third century will find that the average 
man will accept the, external social world as  the objective standard 
of reality and regard the inner world of faith and religion as sub- 
jective, unreal and illusory." The root-cause of secularization is 
therefore "the loss of social interest in the world of faith. It begim 
the moment men feel that religion is irrelevant to the common way 
of life and that society as  such has nothing to do with the, truths 
of faith." 

Mr. Dawson describes the process of secularization in the field 
of education thus: "First the liberal a r t s  were separated from theology 
by the secularization and i~eligious divisions of culture. The Reforma- 
tion rebuilt the Jewish temple and the Renaissance replanted the 
groves of Academus. Secondly the science of nature took the place 
of theology a s  the queen of the sciences or rather as Science in the 
absolute sense.. . [But] science itself was destined to be dethroned 
not by a revival of humanism but by the emergence of political ideo- 
logy a s  the final authority in the sphere of education and culture. 
The new totalitarian ideologies have nothing in common with either 
the Christian or the humanist traditions but they are also no less 
opposed to that disinterested pursuit of knowledge and truth which 
inspired the scientific movement of the past three centuries. They 
1.ega:al.d education as  a general technique for influencing human beha- 
vior, and science a s  a series of special techniques which must be 
strictly subordinated to the economic and military plans of the State." 
And the disintegration of education is reaching its logical term: higher 
education is reduced to a "jungle of competing specialisms". And for 
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this confusion the State  as well a s  the, modern educator-both having 
estranged themselves from the salutary tradition of Christian civillza- 
tion-are responsible. 

But  this sad state of affairs  is fulhther aggravated by t h e  emer- 
gence of a new power complex. Since a civilization must  somehow be 
unified in orcler to survive, and since the normal unifying element 
which is  religion has been rejected, a violent reaction against the in- 
stability of civilization has taken place. Communism may be seen a s  the 
desperate at tempt of spiritually starved peoples to anchor civilization 
to  a secure and stable foundation. "First in Russia and then in Western 
Europe and in Eastern Asia, we have seen a serles of attempts to  unite 
the new forces of technology and scientific control with political absolu- 
tism and ideological orthodoxy.. . [Now] when a revolutionary 
ideology is  transformed from a minority piotest into a n  of- 
ficial orthodoxy, i t  changes its nature and acquires many of the psycho- 
logical characteristics of a religion. . . Seen from this point of view its 
real raison d'etre is not to cal.1.y on the process of secularization [al- 
though this is  incidentally thoroughly acnieved] but to  provide a sub- 
stitute fo r  religion, to  stop modern civilization from drifting aimlessly 
and to anchor i t  again to absolute immutable principles which a r e  be- 
yond the reach of c~.iticism." 

Thus if Christianity is torn away from its rightful place a s  the  
keystone of civilization men will create a substitute fo r  it: t h e  result 
is  the  totalitarian State. And the author makes a frighteningly ac- 
curate  observation. The contemporary crisis tends to  produce only one 
kind of state: either the ove1.t totalital-ian state such a s  the Comn~unist, 
o r  the disguised totalitarian state ~ v l ~ i c h  still claims the  titlr  of "dc- 
mocratic" o r  "fi-ee" but  is fast  becoming totalital-ian, a t  least in i ts  
general policies. 

Far the malern state, whether it i n  democratic ;IS in the LTnited St;~tr-6. o r  
eMnmunivtic an in the U.S.S.X.. or E'asciut a s  in prc-war Italy and Germany. 01. 

n a t m d i s t i c  as in the  new states of Ahia and Africa, is no tanp.el. Content tn confine 
i t d f  tn certain limited functions like the Ilbe131 ~ D t t c  o f  t h ~  nineteenth r~erhtury. I n  
fact all modern states ere  totalitarian in so f a r  as they seek to embrace the spheres 
a€ economios and culture. a s  weH as  nolities in the ~ t ~ i e t .  sense of the w<rl.d. They 
are  concerned not merely with the maintenance of r)ublic order ant1 the  tlefcnse or 
the people against its external enemies. They have taken on rwmn~.iIibilitv f o ~  all 
the d i f f e m t  forms of rommunal ;&ivity which were fo~merly left t o  the inrlividuitl 
o r  tn independent' social organizations ~ c h  a s  the  churchc?r. and they w;ltrh over 
the welfare of th$ir citizen3 from the cl.acllc. to the gmve. 

Thus the modern demoeratic state even in America is solnething quite diffcr,ent 
from the form of state envisaged by the men who formerl the American C~natltution. 
Generally speaking one can say that they were the enemim of state intervention and 
aimed a t  creating a system which would leave the community and the indivinlual fr-ee 
to lead their own lijes and frame their own culturd institutions. Rut the  modern 
d-mtic state partakes of the  nature of the  Chturh. It is the  educator and spiritual 
w i d e  of its eitizens and any influence which withdvaws the ritizen and especially 
the citizen's children from this universal guidance is felt to be undesil,alrle, if not 
Witively disloyal. 

It will be noted how- relevant MI.. Dawson's warning is to the pr2- 
sent educational situation in the Philippilles. In  this count1.y the hand 
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of the state lies heavy not only on state-supported schools but on all 
private schools a s  well. 

I t  can be objected (and often is) that if the state does not r e y -  
late education, who will? The Church? The Church is just another 
form of totalitarianism! Mr. Dawson's reply is to the, point: 

Of soume, if it is totalitarian to elaim authority over tbe whole of humam life. 
then ~hr i e t ia~ ty  is totalitarian and pu, are (dl the other wartd rdieligiona But this 
is a misuse of t e rms  for totalitarian is -entially a &tical e01~cegt and implied 
a W i t a r i a  .state, whereas the fundamental dktinction which Christians make M- 
ween Gburch and State and spiritual and tamlmral autho15tu is the opposite of totsli- 
wrian and is perhaps the only ultimate defense of man's spiritual freedom d n x l  
the tdalitarian chdense and the amwing ~~rmsu1-e of the secular atate.. . . Ebr in 
claGning the r i ~ h t  to maintain separate sehooia ond to tach its nwn principles lo 
itti own people. the Church is the champion of freedam in the most vital matter. 
and even the liberal cLemool-atk .state is becoming M i t a r i a n  when it asserts the 
principle of the ainate sehml and claims n universal m o n d y  of teaching. 

Such a situation is pregnant with disasters for Christianity. "Since 
the whole population of every civilized country is subjected to an  inten- 
sive process of schooling during the most impressionable years of their 
lives, i t  is the school and not the church that forms men's minds, and if 
the school finds no place for religion, there will be no room left for 1%- 
ligion elsewhere. I t  i s  no accident that  the introduction of universal 
compulsory education has coincided in time and place with the. secula- 
rization of modern culture." 

The non-Christian may object that this is a limited problem af- 
fecting Christians alone. Mr. Dawson's contention is that the rejection 
of religion (and in the present context, Christianity) ultimately means 
the rejection of civilization. Neither science nor the state, whether li- 
beral or totalitarian, nor any man-made institution for that matter, 
has ever succeeded in providing the common moral values, common ways 
of thought, the common spiritual vision which alone can unify a people 
or different peoples in a spiritual community which is the essence of 
calture. Mr. Dawson does not claim automatic success for Christiani- 
ty. What he does affirm is that  the one necessary condition for su~v l -  
val is a return to the Christian key-stone. Undernourished modern 
culture must once more partake of the spiritual and intellectual food 
of Christian tradition. The way of the secular state is an abortive ex- 
periment leading nowhere. 

Mr. Dawson also discusses the conditions for a solution, and this is 
where the present book goes beyond his earlier works. The way in 
which Christians may assist contemporary society to rediscover Christ- 
ian culture is sketched out. First of all, i t  cannot be by a return to any 
church-dominated state. What Dawson advocates is not any narrowing 
of culture horizons by mere external means such a s  "moral rigorism", or 
"alcoholic prohibition", or "censorship of books", etc., but just the re- 
verse: "the recovery of that  epiritual dimension of social life the 
lack of which has cramped and darkened the culture of the modern 
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world". It i s  in other words a return to the Christian spiritual unity, 
to the unifying spiritual vision of t h e  Church which alone is creative 
o r  rather  regenerative of cultures. To  do this me inust look back to the 
kktoric reality of Chrf-istian c~cltlcre which explains the title of the book. 

I n  describing the historic reality of Christian culture, Mr. L)aw- 
son touches on the following topics: (1) What is  culture? Culture 1s 
essentially a spiritual unity. Here he  merely presents the conclusions 
from a longer study, RELIGION AXD CIILTURE. (2) What  is  Christian 
culture? Christian culture should not be confused with a vague and 
sentimental humanitarianism. "The only t rue criterion is the clegl t e 
in which the social way of life is based on the Christian faith." I.:qually 
valuable is the observation t h a t  "a Christian civilization is certainly 
not a perfect civilization, but i t  is a civilization which accepts the Clrri.;t- 
ian way of life a s  normal and frames its institutions a s  olsgans of a 
Christian order." (3) After clescribil~g Christian cioilization in general, 
MY. Dawson considers (ch. 3) "the six ages of the church". These arc 
six d i f f e r ~ n t  cultural n~anifestations of one and the same Church in 
history. Different challenges and crises, the conve~.sion of different 
peoples, distinct historical situations tend to produce a distinct Chyist- 
ian culture which is proper to  the particular. coriditionv of a given age. 
"In spite of t h e  unity and continuity of the Christian tradition, each 
of the successive ages of the Church's history possesses its own distinc- 
tive character*, and in each of them we can study a different facet of 
Christian life and culture." Mr. Dawson also explains why he dissents 
from the current threefold division of Church history a s  ancient, I ~ O ~ I L -  
val and modern. "It  is ap t  to make us lose sight of the inultipliclty 
and variety of the life of the Church, and of the inexhaustible fecun- 
dity with which . . . God continually calls new peoples into the diville 
society, multiplying the Church by the vocation of the Gentiles." 
(4 )  How was Christianity in contact with the people? Mr. 1)awson cte- 
votes a chaptel to  "Institutional Forms of Christian Culture" whelc he 
describes the various religious institutions by which Christianity 
was able to  est:iblish and maintain intimate contact with t h e  social 
life of the  people. The primary social bond was religious; th? pri- 
mary cultuntl activity was the act  of \\,orship; the centre of culturv 
mas a tradition of sac~,cd. learning: a divine Scripture, a sacred law, 
a sacred history and a sacred oral tradition. There was a tradition ,)E 
secular learning but  this was secondary and supplementary. "in 
Christianity.. . the liturgy was the  centre of a rich tradition of relig- 
ious poetry and music and artistic symbolism . . . The church itself - 
the  liturgical edifice - was a t  the same time the organ of both the 
higher and the lower cuItu~-e, and  consquently a great  instrument .-'f 
social integration." Finally there is one great  religious institution 
which has  had a great and d i ~ ~ c t  influence on the formation of Christ- 
ian culture: monasticism. 
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(5) Where should Christians begin this process of de-seculaii- 
zation? In the mind. Men must f irst  be intellectually convinced tha t  
culture needs to be renewed by religion; Christians must learn how 
to think in order tha t  their Faith, if i t  be genuine, may shed i ts  light 
and lend its vitality to modern culture. And in the face of difficultics 
in education brought on by the totalitarian state, there is an  added pisac- 
tical reason for  starting a t  the level of ideas. "The only pait  of Levia- 
than that is vulnerable is its brain, which is small in comparison with 
its vast and armored bulk. If we could develop Christian cducation to 
a point a t  which i t  meets the attention of the average educated man ;n 
every field of thought and life, the situation would be radically changed." 

In  the concrete, this process must s tart  in the university and witn 
the study of Christian culture. Dawson's two chapters on the "Six 
Ages of the Church" and the "Institutional Forms of Christian cul- 
ture" will be valuable a s  guides in preparing an  integrated study uf 
the Christian cultural tradition. 

Discussing the practical objection that the amount of material 
might prove too vast to permit intelligible management, Mr. Dawson 
rcminds us that  through the patient cooperation of the masters in the 
field, a n  integrated study of the vast resources of humanist tradition 
was made possible. "It is  no more difficult in principle to conceive of a 
unified study of Christian culture which would include Christian philo- 
sophy, Christian literature and Christian history, studied in close rela- 
tion with one another. In both cases the field of study comprises 
three successive cultural epochs: f irs t  the period of formation - the 
Homeric Age of Greece and the Patristic period of Christian culturc; 
secondly the classical Age-the fifth and fourth centuries R.C. and the 
twelfth and th i r t ee~ th  centuries A.D.; and thirdly the age of t ~ ~ n s -  
mission and diffusion - the Roman Hellenistic period in the ancient 
world and the age of the formation of the vernacular 1itel.atares alld 
cultures in Western Europe." There are still many practical difficul- 
ties which prevent the actual introduction of a new basic integratike 
study of this kind. "Neverthelrss we can a t  least hold i t  in mind a s  a 
goal f o ~  the future ant1 attenipt to direct and co-olbdinate our studies 
in this direction." 

(6) The greatest obstacle, however, is not any insurn~ountrtble dif- 
ficulty on the part  of the non-Christian world, but the refusal of Christ- 
ians to act. Matthew Arnold's accusation holds true: religious people 
refuse to think. "It is the intellectual and social inertia of Christians 
tha t  is the real obstacle to a restoration of Christian cultn~e. For if 
i t  is  true that  more than half the population [of America] a re  church 
members, Christians can hardly say that they are  powerless to influence 
society. I t  is the will, not the power, that is  lacking." The applicabl- 
lity of this to our "Christian" Philippines i s  obvious. 
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There is a final chapter, "Is the Church tco Western?", which ans- 
wers the difficulties of the non-Westerner, whether Asian or African, 
in accepting Christian influences since Christianity appears to be es- 
sentially a Western thing and there is a t  present a nationalist reaction 
against anything Western. Christianity is a universal religion which 
has assimilated in its culture Oriental as  well a s  Western institutions. 

The Church as a divine society possesses an internal principle of life which is 
rnp&le of assimilatinp the most diverse materinls and imprinting he17 own imwe 
upon them. IneviQbly in the course of history there are timev when this spiritual 
energy is temporarily weakened or ob.sbured. and then the Church tencls to be judged 
M a, human o tmniz~ t ion  and identified with the faults and limitations of its members. 
But adways the time comes when she renews her strength and once more puts forth 
her inherent divine energy in the conversion of new peoples and the transformation of 
old d t u r e s .  A t  no time can we espect this work to be unopposed, for the very 
J'act that  the Church 1,epresent something entirely different-the intervention of a 
supernatural principle and the coming of a divine Kingdom-must inevitably arouse 
the fierce opposition of rill those human societies and powers which claim absolute 
rlower over man and refuse to admit a superior or  rival. One of the strongest and 
most aggressive of these forces in the modern world is nationalism i ~ n d  here Chris- 
tians cannot expect to avoid a conflint. But the conflict is not reaYy one between 
l'%~.$t and Wmt: it  is the old conflict between the spiritual a d  tempo~xl  p m m .  
which was formerly eonlincd laraely to the Western world and has now emerged 
as a burning cluestion in the East. Isrgdy ow in^ to the i n t d u c t i o n  of the political 
ideulogies of the West into Asia and Africa. But E R Y ~  or  W e t  i t  is basicptlly the 
same conflict. and alike in  East and West the Church stands neither for %st nor 
West but fur  the universal srjiritual society which is destined to  embrace t h ~ m  both: 
"And the nations shall walk in the light of it: and the kings of the earth shell 
bring their x l o r ~  and honour into it" (Apor. 2.?:2.l). 

This book is immensely valuable for its penetrating insight into the 
nature of the modern crisis and the arduous way to salvation if modern 
man should choose to be saved. Clarity of vision is imaged in a luci- 
dity of expression which makes even so serious a book a delight to read. 
One may not agree with all the details of his thesis, but his general 
conclusions are a challenge which ercn the most thoroughgoing sc- 
cularist mus t  take into account. 

CATHOLIC AMERICA 

ESSAYS IN THE AMERICAN CATHOLIC TRADITION. Edited by 
P. Albert Duhamel. New York: Rinehart & Company, Inc., 1960. 
xiii, 271p. 

People, without giving tha idea much thought, accept the state- 
ment that  the United States is founded upon a Protestant tradition. 
It is not "hair splitting" to question this theory because in actuality 
only twelve of the thirteen colonies forming the nucleus of the early 
republic were actually Protestant in tradition. The Mississippi area, 
the area of the Louisiana Purchase and the Spanish South West, had 
all received the influence of Western civilization from Catholic explo- 


